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THE A(e, e′K+)YA CROSS SECTION

? Consider the process

e(k) +A(pA)→ e′(k′) +K+(pK) + YA(p
Y A)

? Cross section (i, j = 1, 2, 3)

dσ ∝ LµνWµν

. The lepton tensor Lij , fully specified by the measured electron
kinematical variables

. The tensor W ij , describing the nuclear response, contains all the
information on both nuclear and hypernuclear dynamics
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? Lepton tensor

L =

 η+ 0 −√εLη+

0 η− 0
−√εLη+ 0 εL

 ,

η± =
1

2
(1± ε) , ε =

(
1 + 2

|q|2

Q2
tan2 θe

2

)−1

, εL =
Q2

ω2
ε

? Target response tensor

W ij = 〈0|J iA(q)|F 〉〈F |JjA(q)|0〉 δ(4)(q + p0 − pF )

? Building blocks

|0〉 = |A〉 , J iA =

A∑
n=1

ji(n) , |F 〉 = |K+, YA〉

? The one-body current ji drives the elementary process

e+ p→ e′ + Y +K+
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IMPULSE APPROXIMATION AND FACTORIZATION

? Impulse approximation: at momentum transfer |q|−1 � d , d
being the average nucleon-nucleon separation distance in the
target nucleus, the beam particles interact with individual
(bound, moving) nucleons

L. YUAN et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 73, 044607 (2006)
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FIG. 1. A schematic representation of the (a) mesonic and
(b) electromagnetic production processes.

normal nuclear densities, and this information can serve
as a normalization point, to extrapolate the interaction to
matter-densities found in neutron stars, where mixtures of
nucleons and hyperons could form a stable system [4].

Traditionally, hypernuclei have been produced with sec-
ondary beams of kaons or pions, as shown in Fig. 1(a). Because
the (K−,π−) reaction is exothermic, the three-momentum
transfer to the " can be chosen to be small. In this situation
the cross section to substitution states (i.e., states where
the " acquires the same shell quantum numbers as those
of the neutron which it replaces) is relatively large. On
the other hand, the (π+,K+) reaction has three-momentum
transfers comparable to the nuclear Fermi-momentum, and the
cross section preferentially populates states with high angular
momentum transfers [5,6]. Neither of these two reactions has
significant spin-flip amplitude at forward angles where the
cross sections are experimentally accessible. Thus all these
spectra are dominated by transitions to non-spin-flip states.

Aside from early emulsion experiments, mesonic reaction
spectroscopy of hypernuclei has generally provided hypernu-
clear spectra with energy resolutions !2 MeV. This is due to
the intrinsic resolutions of secondary mesonic beamlines, and
the target thicknesses required to obtain sufficient counting
rates. One previous study did achieve a spectrum resolution of
approximately 1.5 MeV for the "C hypernucleus, using a thin
target and devoting substantial time to data collection [7].

Although, specific hypernuclear states below nucleon emis-
sion threshold can be located within "1 keV by detecting
deexcitation gammas [8,9] in coincidence with a hypernuclear
production reaction, such experiments become more difficult
in heavier systems due to the number of transitions which
must be unambiguously assigned in an unknown spectrum. It
should be noted however, that resolutions of a few hundred keV
are also sufficient for many studies, since reaction selectivity
and angular dependence potentially allows extraction of the
spectroscopic factors to specific states [10]. A reaction also
provides a full spectrum of states which can be clearly
identified with a specific hypernucleus. Indeed the excitation
strength of the spectrum is of interest, as the impulse
approximation assumes that the reaction proceeds through
the interaction of the incident projectile with a nucleon in
a single-particle state within the nuclear medium. Thus as
an example apropos to the experiment reported here, if the
theoretical spectrum does not reproduce the experimental
one, it is possible that propagator renormalization within the
medium could be significant [11], requiring a modification of
the single-particle picture of the reaction.

Electroproduction of hypernuclei is illustrated by Fig. 1(b).
Electroproduction traditionally has been used for precision
studies of nuclear structure, as the exchange of a photon can be
accurately described by a first order perturbation calculation.
In addition, electron beams have excellent spatial and energy
resolutions. Previously, electron accelerators had poor duty
factors, significantly impairing high singles rate, coincidence
experiments. However, modern, continuous beam accelerators
have now overcome this limitation, and although the cross
section for nuclear kaon electroproduction is smaller than
that for hypernuclear production by the (π,K) reaction for
example, this can be compensated by increased beam intensity.
Targets can be physically small and thin (10–100 mg cm−2),
allowing studies of almost any isotope. The potential result
for (e, e′K+) experiments, is an energy resolution of a few
hundred keV with reasonable counting rates up to at least
medium weight hypernuclei [12].

The (e, e′K+) reaction, because of the absorption of the
spin 1 virtual photon, has high spin-flip probability even at
forward angles. In addition, the three-momentum transfer to
a quasifree " is high, approximately 300 MeV/c at 0◦ for
1500 MeV incident photons, so the resulting reaction is
expected to predominantly excite spin-flip transitions to
spin-stretched states [13]. Spin-flip states are not strongly
excited in hadronic production, and the (e, e′K+) reaction
acts on a proton rather than a neutron, creating proton-
hole, "-particle states, charge symmetric to those previously
studied with meson beams. Precision experiments, comparing
mirror hypernuclei, are needed in fact, to extract the charge
asymmetry in the "N potential.

An initial experiment [14], in Hall C at Thomas Jefferson
National Acceleration Facility (JLab) has been previously
reported, and this paper discusses the experiment in more
detail, presenting an improved "B spectrum as well as a
previously unpublished spectrum of the 7Li(e, e′K+)7

"He
reaction.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

In electroproduction, the " and K+ particles are created
associatively via an interaction between a virtual photon and
a proton in the nucleus, p(γ ,K+)". The hypernucleus, "A,
is formed by coupling the " to the residual nuclear core,
(Z-1), as shown in Fig. 1(b). In electroproduction, the energy
and three-momentum of the virtual photon are defined by ω =
Ee −E

′

e and $q = $pe − $p
′

e, respectively. The square of the four-
momentum transfer of the electron is then given by −Q2 =
t = ω2 − q2 .

As will be shown below, the number of (virtual) photons
falls rapidly as the scattered electron angle increases (increas-
ing t), and thus the distribution of (virtual) photons also peaks
in the forward direction. In addition, the nuclear transition
matrix element causes the cross section for hypernuclear
production to fall rapidly with the angle between the reaction
kaon and the (virtual) photon. Thus experiments must be
done within a small angular range around the direction of
the incident electron. To accomplish this, the experimental
geometry requires two spectrometer arms, one to detect the
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same"as"(e,e'p)
Y"dynamics"

? Within this scheme, the nuclear transition amplitude factorizes
into the amplitude of the elementary process, a purely nuclear
amplitude and a hypernuclear amplitude. the
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NUCLEAR TRANSITION AMPLITUDE

? Isolate the bilding blocks

M0→F = 〈K+, YA|J iA|0〉

=
∑
n

∑
kp,kY

{
〈YA|(A− 1)n〉|Y 〉

}
〈K+Y |ji|p〉

{
〈p|〈(A− 1)n|0〉

}
? Relation to the spectral function formalism of (e, e′p)

PN (kp, Ep) =
∑
n

|〈p|〈(A− 1)n|0〉|2δ(Ep − En + E0)

. probability of remiving a proton of momentum kp from the nuclear
target, leaving the residual nucleus with energy E

PY (kY , EY ) =
∑
n

|〈Y |〈(A− 1)n|YA〉|2δ(EY − En + E0)

. probability of remiving the hyperon Y , carrying momentum kY
from the final state hypernucleus, leaving the residual nucleus with
energy E
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KINEMATICS
? Conservation of Energy ω = Ee − Ee′

ω +MA = EK+ + E
Y A

. from the nuclear amplitude

MA = Ep + En

. from the hypernuclear amplitude

EY A = EY + En

? Missing energy Emiss = ω − EK+

ω = EK+ + EY − Ep =⇒ Emiss = EY−Ep

? Note: in (e, e′p)

E
(e,e′p)
miss = −Ep =⇒ EY = Emiss − E(e,e′p)

miss
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MISSING ENERGY SPECTRUM

? Within the independent particle model

PN (kp, Ep) ∼
∑
α

δ(Ep − εαp ) , PY (kY , EY ) ∼
∑
α

δ(EY − εαY )

. PN (kp, Ep) from (e, e′p)

484 J. MOUGEY et al. 

where the “distorted momentum density” is given by eq. (5.4). 
For the four nuclei we have extracted the energy distributions 9JE) by fitting 

the expansion (6.5), limited to the normally occupied orbits (except for 28Si where 
a 2s contribution was necessary). For Ga we used the distorted momentum distribu- 
tions computed from theoretical single particle wave functions. The quality of the 
data in the outer shells allowed a comparison with the model predictions of the shape 
of the momentum distribution; we find good agreement with the momentum 
distributions used, whereas less realistic distributions, like harmonic oscillator wave 
functions, can definitely be excluded 19) when fitting the lp, shell in 12C, for instance. 
The shape of the measured momentum distribution is generally well reproduced as 
shown in figs. 10, 12, 14 and 16. 

In the case of “C, the lp and 1s shells are almost completly separated experi- 
mentally, the only region where both shells contribute is between 22 and 30 MeV. 
It is worth noting that, above 30 MeV, the best fits to the momentum distribution, 
in energy bins of 5 MeV, all correspond to a pure 1 s momentum distribution, showing 
that all parts of the broad bump in the energy spectrum have the same momentum 
dependence. This justifies the assumption which was tacitly made in eq. (6.2), i.e. 
the use of a unique momentum distribution even if the state was spread over several 
ten MeV. 

Fig. 17 shows the strength distributions of the various shells in 28Si, 40Ca and 
58Ni. The most striking feature is the large spread of the 1 s hole strength, more than 
40 MeV, showing the difficulty of using the notion of shells for nucleons bound so 
strongly. The non-uanishing lp hole strength at high excitation energy (see for 
example the second maximum in 4oCa) is probably meaningless. It could result from 
the contribution of multiple scattering events of the outgoing proton, which we have 
neglected in the analysis. One also may note the splitting of lp hole strength in 28Si 
already deduced from (d, z) reactions 24): trying to fit the energy range 15-17.5 MeV 
with a mixture of 2s and Id subshells only, one definitely obtains a bad fit. That 
splitting has been explained 25) by a strong difference between the average Id,-lp, 
and Id,-lp, interactions. 

40 a EPkV) 20 40 KIE(MeV) 20 40 60 8OECMeV) 

Fig. 17. Hole strength distribution from (e, e’p) reaction on ‘*Si, 40Ca, 58Ni. 

. PΛ(kΛ, EΛ) in
isospin-symmetric
nuclear matter

z!k" = #1 − P!$"F

#

d$!
Im %&!k;$!"
!"&

qp!k" − $!"2%−1. !75"

Comparing to Eq. (29), the strength in the qp peak, z!k", is
seen to exhibit a greater sensitivity to the structure of
Im %&!k ;$" than does the peak position, "&

qp. The z-factor
(Fig. 15) is most accurate as a measure of strength in the
peak of the spectral function for low values of k.
A nuclear matter calculation for nucleons similar to this

one [37] yields a particle spectral function shown in Fig. 16,
for a momentum just above kF. The z-factor obtained from
this calculation is zN!kF"=0.72, which is substantially re-
duced compared to z&!0"=0.87 for a similar & qp state.
These two momentum values are compared because each qp
sits at the lowest possible excitation energy for a qp in the
respective systems. In Ref. [37], the depletion of the qp
strength is explained in terms of couplings to 2h-1p states,
which moves approximately 10% of the sp strength to ener-
gies below "F, and coupling to 2p-1h states, which distrib-
utes another 18% to higher energies in the particle domain.
The corresponding fraction of sp strength in the particle do-
main is 13% for the lambda, compared to 18% for nucleons.
A more detailed look at the distribution of strength as a func-
tion of energy is given in Fig. 17. This figure displays for
four different momenta the fraction of the sp strength that is
recovered as a function of energy by intergating this strength
up to that energy. This figure shows that most of the strength
is accounted for at energies corresponding to 2 GeV. In the
case of nucleons interacting by means of the Reid interaction
the strength has to be gathered up to energies of 10 GeV [37]
illustrating the harder core of this interaction.
The relative effects of tensor and short-range correlations

can be untangled to some extent. Turning off the 3S1−
3D1

tensor coupling in the Reid potential for nucleons indicates
that this interaction is responsible for depleting the qp
strength by about 6.5%, almost all within 1000 MeV of "F
[37]. Similarly, turning off the &N-%N coupling in the
NSC89 potential reveals that tensor effects are responsible
for almost half of the reduction in the & qp strength. A value
of z&!0"=0.94 is obtained when coupling to %N states is cut
off.

C. The !N Threshold
The effects associated with the inclusion of the %N chan-

nel are illustrated in Figs. 18 and 19. In NM the %N thresh-

old opens at an energy about 90 MeV above the self-
consistently determined &N threshold. The mass difference
is m%−m&=77 MeV, but the & is bound in NM by about
30 MeV whereas the % binding is about half as much. Again,
the imaginary part of the self-energy provides a picture of
how the %NN−1 2p-1h states influence & sp properties. The
imaginary part of the self-energy is plotted in Fig. 18 for the
case where coupling to the %N states is turned off.
Turning off the %N coupling leads to a recovery of 7% of

the strength in the qp peak as the z-factor increases from 0.86
to 0.93. A reduction in spectral strength is observed at all
energies, but is particularly apparent at, and just above, the
%N threshold. There are two reasons %NN−1 2p-1h states are
most influential in this energy region. First, a “threshold ef-
fect” is responsible for the sharp cusp in Im %& near
100 MeV. This behavior may be understood physically in the
same way as the cusp observed in the %N elastic scattering
cross-section [56]. In scattering theory, the elastic cross-
section may be calculated from the bare two-body interaction
via the on-shell elements of the T-matrix. In NM, an effec-
tive interaction, such as the G-Matrix is a generalization of
the free-space T matrix. Structure arises in the &N G matrix
as a consequence of the strong coupling to the nearby %N
channel [57]. From Eq. (28), the imaginary part of the self-
energy shares the same structure as the imaginary part of the
G matrix.
Second, isospin conservation in the strong &N interaction

forbids excitation of nuclear ph states via !-exchange. How-

FIG. 16. Nucleon particle spectral function (solid) for k
=316 MeV/c with lambda spectral function (dashed) at k
=60 MeV/c for comparison.

FIG. 17. Single-particle strength integrated from "T
& to "max as a

function of "max for different momenta. k=10 MeV (solid), k
=110 MeV (dot), k=210 MeV (dash), k=310 MeV (dot-dash).

FIG. 15. Quasi-particle strength as a function of k.

N. J. ROBERTSON AND W. H. DICKHOFF PHYSICAL REVIEW C 70, 044301 (2004)
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MISSING ENERGY SPECTRUM OF 9Be(e, e′K+)Λ
9Li

? M. Sotona and S. Frullani
PTP Supp. 117, 151 (1994)

168 M. Sotona and S. Frullani 
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Fig. 12. The same as in Fig. 11 for hypernucleus. 

ture and corresponding hypernuclear states should be very narrow (F:::::;l.S MeV),34' 

because they lie just above the threshold of the only opened decay channel OHe* + t ). 
In lLi (Fig. 12) the low-spin members of all three spin doublets (ground state and 

doublets built on /=1+, E=0.98 MeV and /=3+, E=2.25 MeV excited states of 8Li) 
are rather weakly populated in comparison with the high-spin ones (Ethr=3.73 MeV 
for neutron decay of lLi). However, the triple differential cross sections are at the 
level of 0.2 nb/sr2/GeV in all cases and the energy splitting of first and third doublet 
is predicted to be sufficiently large in all models ( :::::;0.2-0.3 MeV). The valuable 
information on the relative position of different doublets (and consequently on nu-
cleon spin orbit parameter SN of AN interaction) probably may be obtained also in 
this way. 

The similar situation (only one member of each doublet is strongly populated) is 
examined for hypernucleus (Fig. 13). In addition, the ground state doublet is 
nearly degenerate in all models and unresolvable with energy resolution of few 
hundreds keV. The produced hypernucleus is extremely stable, Ethr=11.37 
MeV. It is supposed, therefore, that some of the positive parity states (! = o+, 1 +, 2+, 
3+) at Ex:::::;10-11MeV with (p-IpA) structure may be particle stable. The 
(/=3/2-, g.s.); /=0+ state, strongly populated in (K-, 1r-) reaction at Ex:::::;10.6 MeV is 
not produced in (e, e' K+). An unresolved group of 1 =0+, 2+ states in the same energy 
region was seen in (1r+, K+) reaction on 12C target. Due to the strong spin-flip, also 1 
=1+ and especially /=3+ members of this multiplet may be populated in (e, e'K+)-
see Fig. 13. Taking into account the larger binding energy of the mirror hypernu· 
deus, at least some of these states may be particle stable. 

The situation seems to be slightly better in 1.!iN hypernucleus (Fig. 14). Both 
members of ground state (built on 1 = 1/2- ground state of 15N nucleus) as well as 
excited state (/=3/2-, E=6.32 MeV) doublet are populated with sufficient intensity. 
A careful investigation of ground state doublet can confirm or question commonly 
accepted assumption of nearly degenerate ground state doublet.5Hl The precise 
measurement of the splitting of the first excited (1-, 2-) doublet at Ex::::;7 MeV would 
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? JLab experiment E94-107
G. Urciuoli et al (JLab Hall A
Collaboration), PRC 91, 034308
(2015)

G. M. URCIUOLI et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 91, 034308 (2015)
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FIG. 2. The binding-energy spectrum obtained after kaon selec-
tion with aerogel detectors and RICH in (a) the whole energy range
and (b) restricted to the region of interest.

detection at very forward angles [21] and a ring imaging
Cherenkov (RICH) detector [22–25] has been used in the
hadron arm to provide an unambiguous identification of kaons
when combined with the standard particle identification appa-
ratus of Hall A, based on aerogel Cherenkov detectors [26–28].
In the present experiment a 92.5 mg/cm2 solid 9Be target with
a beam current of ∼100 µA was used at a beam energy of
3775 MeV. Both HRSs were physically positioned at an angle
of 12.5◦, but the pair of septum magnets yielded an effective
angle for both the scattered electron and the hadron detection
of ∼6◦.

Figure 2 shows the observed binding-energy spectrum of
9
!Li. The broad peak centered at a small positive binding energy
corresponds to the 9

!Li states in Fig. 1 corresponding to the
lowest three states of 8Li. The rise in cross section starting
at 0 MeV corresponds to states with the ! in a p orbit and,
because these states are unbound, the states are broad and no
structure is observed. As in Refs. [4,5], the background was
determined from the binding-energy spectrum obtained with
a coincidence time shifted with respect to the coincidence
time between secondary electrons and produced kaons and
was rather flat for values of binding energy ranging from 15
to 0 MeV. Its value was calculated as the average of the counts
in the range 9.95 MeV ! binding energy ! 18.35 MeV.

For the calculation of the absolute cross section, we com-
puted the following quantities: detector efficiencies, detector
dead time, detector phase space, kaon survival in HRS,
integrated luminosity. The calculations of efficiencies for the
standard HRS package are well established and implemented
in the Hall A analysis software. Therefore, those procedures
were used for that purpose. For the RICH and aerogel
Cherenkov detectors, we used one detector to determine the
efficiency of the other one in the following way: we selected
a pure sample of kaons by means of aerogel detectors and we
measured the fraction of those kaons detected by the RICH
and vice versa. The detector dead time was measured by the
Hall A data acquisition system. The detector phase space was
calculated by using the SIMC code [29]. Kaon survival was
calculated considering the average path length inside the HRS
arm. The integrated luminosity was calculated by means of
beam current monitor devices. Then, the cross section was
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FIG. 3. (Color online) The 9
!Li differential cross section as a

function of the binding energy. Experimental points vs Monte Carlo
results (red curve) and vs Monte Carlo results with radiative effects
turned off (blue histogram).

computed according to

dσ 3

d#e′d#KdEe′
= N

KsurεLPLT

, (3)

where N is the event number in the experiment, ε is the
global detector efficiency, LT is the detector live time, P
is the detector phase space, Ksur is the kaon survival in the
HRS, L is the integrated luminosity, d#e′ and d#K are the
solid angular ranges of the detected scattered electrons and
produced kaons respectively, and dEe′ is the energy range of
the detected scattered electrons.

Figure 3 shows the background-subtracted experimental
binding-energy spectrum, together with Monte Carlo simu-
lations [29] (red curve) and the same simulations with the
radiative effects turned off (blue curve). The error bars in the
data are statistical. The simulations used the five peak positions
and widths listed as configuration α in Appendix A. The red
curve fits the experimental data well with a corresponding
χ2/ndf value of 36.69/35. Several other peak configurations,
with different numbers, heights, positions, and widths of the
peaks, have been found to reproduce the red curve. All of
those are also expected to generate the same spectrum (the
blue curve of Fig. 3) when radiative corrections are turned off,
since radiative corrections are independent of the assumptions
regarding the number and type of the peaks that build up the
experimental spectrum. In practice, the simulated data do not
overlap perfectly with the experimental data, which produces
small systematic errors on the radiatively corrected spectrum.

The unfolding for radiative corrections has been done bin
by bin. The content of each bin of the radiatively corrected
spectrum was obtained by multiplying the corresponding bin
of the experimental spectrum by the ratio of the blue and
red curves of Fig. 3 for that bin. In order to avoid possible
removals of background enhancements or to artificially null the
spectrum in the regions where the blue curve is zero, the ratio
between the blue and red curves of Fig. 3 was performed after
summing the background to each of them. The background
value was then subtracted from the result of the product of

034308-4
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CHARGE DENSITY OF 208Pb

Home Plot Download Charge Radii About

Nuclei Charge Density Archive

Welcome to the Nuclear Charge Density archive

We have collected here data from Atomic and Nuclear Data Tables, Volumes 14, 36 and 60, which provide a
varierty of fits for nuclear charge density extracted from elastic electron-nucleus scattering. This webpage
was created in order to have a digital collection of raw data online that could then be used to calculate the
charge density using Sum of Gaussian, Fourier Bessel, or Charge Density distribution formulas.

Currently this webpage provides data files along with C++ code to calculate charge densities ρch, and
adjusted charge densities (A/Z)*ρch

Acknowledgements (Jan. 2012 - Jun. 2014):

Alan Brody: Parameter Collection
Bryan Lewis: C-code Development
Stephen Washington: Web Page Creation

For questions, comments, or bug reports, please contact Donal Day by email: dbd [ at ] virginia [ dot ] edu
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208Pb(e, e′p) MISSING ENERGY SPECTRA
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SPECTROSCOPIC FACTORS OF 208Pb
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NIKHEF results: 208Pb(e,e"p)207Tl 

for nucleons at surface:
binding energy ≈ excitation energy for nuclear vibrations
            fragmentation  especially at Fermi edge (surface)

nucleons in the interior: deep hole states
larger binding energies             more difficult to excite
           zα  approaches occupation number n of nuclear matter

theoretical curves:
nuclear matter calculation: Correlated Basis Function Theory
Benhar, Fabrocini, Fantoni: NPA 505 (1985) 267
modified for finite nuclei:PRC 41(1990) R24
Modification of Im Σ to reproduce exp. width of the hole states

n  = Σ zα + nc
α

If fragmentation occurs spectroscopic factors 
of different states have to be summed up:

SRC

LRC
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